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Three- dimensional Chains and the Classification of the
Resulting Collineations in Space.
INTRODUCTION.
Analytically, the classification of the colline-
ations in a linear space of any number of dimensions into types
according to their invariant figures is equivalent to the class-
ification of the linear homogeneous transformations in this npace
The problem is thus intimately connected with the theory of ele-
mentary divisors of Weierstrass and on this analytic basis the
classification for a space of n^dimensions has been made by Segre
In this work the coefficients of the transformation are supposed
to be any complex numbers, and two collineations are regarded as
equivalent if, and only if, one can be transformed into the ether
by a collineation with complex coefficients. Prom this point of
view is obtained the well known classification of non-singular
projective transformations on a line, in a plane, and in space;
namely, two types on a line, five types in a plane, and thirteen
types in space. This classification for the line, plane, and
space has also been nede synthetically by Professor H.B.Mewson
through the principle of duality.**
*Memorie della R. Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 18B5.
**Typ e s of Projective Transformations in the Plane and
in Space. Kansas University Quarterly, vol. VI, ^ages 64-69,

If, however, the coefficients in the transformation
are restricted to real numbers and if two such transformations
are regarded as equivalents only if one can "be transformed into
the other by a transformation with real coefficients the number
of types is increased. Thus in the one-dimensional case we have
three well known types usually designated "by the terms.*, hyperbolic
,
elliptic, and.,- paracolic . Here, furthermore, arises the important
additional problem as to the conditions under which a collineation
with complex coefficients can be transformed into one with real
coefficients. In the one-dimensicnal case again these conditions
are well known: it is necessary and sufficient that the projective
transformation on the complex variable leave a circle in the
Argand plane of the complex variable invariant.
In a recent paper* Professor J.W, Young has con-
sidered the last two problems for the one-dimensional case from
the point of view of projective Geometry, the notion of a linear
chain** being fundamental. In a subsequent paper*** by making use
of the idea of two-dimensional chains he considers these two
problems for the collineations of a plane. He finds in all six
*
"Geometry of Chains on a Complex line." Presented to the
American Mathematical Society, ^eh . 29th 190R. This paper will be
referred to as (A)
.
**For references on the notion of a chain, see the p^per
by Professor Young cited below.
*
^Two-dimensional chains and the classification of complex
collineations in a plane.' Presented to the American Mathematical
Society, April 2.5th 190R. This paper will "be referred to as (B) .

different types of collineaticns in a plane which leave two-di-
mensional chains invariant and which may therefore "be represented
with real coefficients; and the systems of invariant chains are
determined for each type.
It is my purpose in this paper to apply this prin-
ciple of classification to the non-singular collineaticns in a
space of three-dimensions and to apply the methods of the articles
just cited to the consideration of the corresponding problems in
space. £fter defining a three-chain and observing some cf its
fundamental properties (Section T), I give (Section II) the class-
ification of the collineaticns in space which leave three chains
invariant. Any such collineation may he represented with real co-
efficients. The necessary and sufficient conditions that a cclline
fit*
ation he of this type are derived; and corresponding systems of
A
invariant three-chains are determined.*
*For further bibliographical references, see paper (B)
referred to above.
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SECTION I.
DEFINITIONS AMD FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF THREE-CHAINS
.
The complex space contains all the points whose
homogeneous coordinates (x,
,
x^, x 3i Xy) are complex numbers. In
this space the totality of points all of whose coordinates are
real form a subclass of points - the "real space" - which is one
of the subclasses that we call a three-chain.
Definition. Every class of points which is projective with the
class constituting the real space is called a three-chain (
or a spatial chain
.
Any class of points projective with the real
points of a plane is called a two-chain ( J?*) or planar chain;
and any class projective with the real points of a line is called
a line^ar chain {£!).
Fundamental Properties of Three-chains
.
I. A three-chain is uniquely determined Tdv_ any five of its points
,
no four of which are coplanar , and through any five points A DO
*^-E i no jfour jof which are coplanar pas ses one and only one three-
chain
.
This follows at once from the fact that "by the Funda-
mental Theorem of Projectivity in space, a projective collineation
in space is uniquely determined "by five pairs of homologous
points, no four of which are coplanar.

& .
II. The pro j ec tive transform of a three-chain is a three- chain.
three-chain, if not the real three-chain, is se-
cured from the real three-chain "by a projective transformation,
and the projective transform of this three-chain is therefore ob-
tained from the real three-chain "by a projective transformation,
since the resultant of two projective transformations is a pro-
jective transformation.
Definit ions . A line containing two points of a three-chain is
said to "be a line of the three-chain. A plane containing three
nonccllinear points of a three-chain, is said to "be a plane of
the three-cha in.
The next five properties are among what may "be
termed the internal properties of a three- chain. They follow at
once from the well known properties of the real three- space.
III. Any two lines of a three-chain, meet in a point of the three-
chain, if they meet at all .
IV. Any line of a three-chain meets any plane of the thre e-chain
in a point of the three-chain.
V. Any two planes of a three-c hain meet in a line of the three-
chain.
VI
.
Any line of a three- chain has the points of a linear chain in
common with the three-chain, and only thege
.
VII. A plane of a three-chain has the points of a planar chain
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in c
o
mmon with the three-c hain, and only these
.
The following properties may "be termed "external"
properties of a three-chain.
Vlll. Any three-chain is met "by a plane not of the three chain
in a linear chain.
Proof: Let ax
,
+lDXa+c
x
3+dXu=o "be any plane in the complex space,
where a=a' + / a'7 , "b=TD'+ / "b" , and so on, the a', a", "b' , "b",---
"being real numbers. Then if x-j, x^
,
x 3 , x^are the coordinates of
a point of the reel space we have
a-^Xjj+h x a+c x^+d x H=c
a"x
j
+'b"x
;i
+c"x 3 +d'
/
x
v
=o
These tv/o equations have real coefficients and represent real
planes. Their intersection, therefore is a real line. But
ax, +l3x
a
+cx 3+dx y=o is the equation of a plane passing through
the intersection of these two planes. Hence every plane contains
a real line and so "by projection, every plane has a line-or chain
in common with any three-chain.
Definition. Two points are said to "be inverse to each other with
respect to a given three-chain, if they are the points into which
a pair of conjugate imaginary points are transformed when the
real three-chain is transformed into the given three-chain. The
given chain is then said to "be a"bout the points. Two lines are
said to "be inverse to each other with respect to a given three-
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chain, if they are so related that every point on the one is the
inverse of some pcint on the other, in which case the three-chain
is said to "be aoout the two lines.
IX. Any line joining two points inverse to each other with respect
to a given three-chain is a line of the three- cha in
.
It will "be sufficient to show that any line joining
two conjugate imaginary points in real space is s real line, as
the theorem then follows at once.
Let (x,,x
x
,x
3
,x
y
) "be any complex pcint in space and (x^x^x^x J "be
its conjugate imaginary point.
Let ax, +DX2+cx
3+dx^=o "be any plane through the point (x,,x ?,x 3x y ) .
If we place x, = x,'+ I xj
,
x
s
= x'a
+ 1 x^ and so on, where x/
,
xj', x^,
x
a
, are real, we may determine two different planes ax, +0x^+0X3
+dx^ =0 with real coefficients a,"b,c,d.
Indeed the real equations
a x
J
+"bx^ =
ax
1
+TDXJL =
may "be satisfied "by sn infinite number of real values a,"b,c,d.
Now these two real planes intersect in a real line. The equations
of these planes are also satisfied hy the coordinates of the con-
jugate imaginary point (x„x a,x 3jx ^) , therefore it is on their line
of intersection. So the line joining a point and its conjugate
imaginary point is real.
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x » Through any point not in a three-
c
hain there is one and only
one line of the three-cha in.
If there were more than one, then the given point
would "be the intersection of two lines of the three-chain and
therefore a point of the three-chain (ill) . That there is one
such line follows from the fact that the line joining any point
not in the three-chain to its inverse with respect to the three'
chain is a line of the three-chain.
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SECTION II.
A CLASSIFICATION OF THE COLLI
N
EATIONS IN SPACE WITH
REFERENCE TO THEIR INVARIANT THREE-
C
HA INS
.
I assume that the classification "based on the in-
vaiant figure of the collineation is known and have numbered the
types under such a classification as Professor Newson numbered
them in the paper referred to alcove. In this classification of
the collineations in space with reference to their invariant three
chains, I shall show, first, under v/hat geometric conditions each
type of collineation will leave a three-chain invariant thus sub-
dividing the type and in the second place v/hat restrictions must
"be placed on the three-chain in order that it remain invariant
under this su'bts^pe and note the systems of invariant three-chains
in each case.
These problems are solved completely for all "but one
of the cases; however in the last case under Type I the geometric
characterization of the collineation is not entirely complete.
A theorem of frequent application later in the paper is the
following
^
Theorem: If a point P of an invariant thr ee-chain of a collinea-
tion is not on an invariant line, any invariant plane through P
is a plane of the invariant three - chain
.
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Proof: Let P "be transformed "by the collineation in question into
p'
, and p'into P
y/
.
The points P, p', v" are not collinesr under
the hypothesis. They are points of the invariant three-chain "by
hypothesis and are in the invariant plane and so determine it as
a plane of the three-chain.
Theorem : If an invariant three-chain contains an invariant point
it conta
i
ns an invariant planar chain.
This fcllov/s from the ^act that the invariant figure must he self-
dual in the three-chain under the given collineation, where point
and planar chain are dual to each other.
In the following discussion the results and termin-
ology of the papers (A) and (B) cited in the Introduction are
assumed known.
TYPE I.
Here our invariant figure consists of four points,
no three cf which are collinear ,and the lines and planes connect-
ing them. The two-dimensional transformation in each invariant
plane is of the first type leaving a triangle invariant. The one-
dimensional transformations are all of the first type; leaving
two elements invariant. Analytically this collineation is char-
acterized "by the fact that its characteristic equation has four
distinct roots. If we assume the invariant three-chain to he the
three-chain of real points, then the coefficients of the charac-
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teristic equation are all real numbers and we have three cases
to consider.
(1) . If all the roots of the characteristic equation are real,
then the double points of the ccllineation are all real.
(2) . If two of the roots are real and two imaginary, then two of
the double points are real and two imaginary.
(3) . If the roots are ell imaginary, then the double points are
all imaginary.
So any invariant three-chain contains four, two, or no double
points of the collinea ticn.
D
Ih. Suppose the invariant three-chain to contain the four double
points. Then the pro jectivit ies on the four invariant lines are
all hyperbolic. For the invariant line AB, containing two points
of the three-chain contains an invariant chain of the three-chain
through A and B, and similarly for BC, CP
,
AD, BD and CD. There-
fore, the productivities along these lines are hyperbolic (A)
.
The invariant three-chain contains an invariant planar chain on
each of the invariant planes since it contains t^reo invariant
points on each such plane.
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The necessary and sufficient condition that a col-
lineation of type I leave invariant a three-chain containing A,
B, G, and D, is that the two-dimensional transformations in two
of the invariant planes "be hyperbolic of type 1 (B) . That it is
sufficient follows from the fact that two invariant planar chains
determine the three-chain as invariant. Through any point in
space, not in an invariant plane, there is under this collineation
one and only one invariant three-chain (I)* The system of in-
variant three-chains consists of all the three-chains containing
A, B, C, and D, and only these.
The. Assume the invariant three-chain to contain only two of the
double points of the collineation, say, B and C. Then it contains
an invariant linear chain on BC, containing B and C, so the pro-
ductivity on BC is hyperbolic (A)
. The points A and D are then
inverse with respect to the invariant three-chain, and the line
AD joining them must "be a line of the three-chain (IX). So AD
contains an invariant linear chain of the invariant three-chain,
which does not contain the double points A and D, Therefore the
projectivity on AD is elliptic (A)
. The invariant three-chain
contains an invariant planar chain on BAD and on CAD, since each
contains a point and line of the invariant three-chain.
Theorem: The necessary and sufficient condition that a collinea-
tion of type 1 leave invariant a three-chain containing B and C,
*Roman numerals in () refer to the fundamental properties
in Section 1.
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"but not containing A and D, is that the two-dimensional trans-
formations in ADB and ADC "be elliptic of type I. (B) . It is suf-
ficient since two invariant planer chains determine an invariant
three-cha in.
Through any point P in space , not in ADC or ADB , there is under
this collineation one and only one invariant three- chain.
Through P and CB pass a plane; it cuts AD in a point
of the three-chain (IV) . This point determines the invariant
linear chain on AD in the invariant three-chain. A line through
B and P intersects ADC in a point of the three-chain, determining
a planar chain on ACD which is in the invariant three- chain
through P, and in the same way we determine the invariant planar
chain on DAB. Now our three-chain contains two intersecting planar
chains; and is, therefore, unique. Since these planar chains are
invariant, the three-chain is invariant. So there is one and only
one invariant three-chain through P.
Any invariant three-chain under this collineation must contain
BC and a linear chain on AD about A and D and, every such three-
chain is invariant
.
Twc invariant three-chains have, in general, only B and C in
c ommon
.
Is. Here the invariant three-chain contains none of the double
points of the collineation. AD and BC are two pairs of points in-
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verse with respect to the invariant thtfee-chain. The lines AD
and BC are lines of the invariant three-chain (IX) and therefore
the pro jectivities on AD and BC are elliptic.
Let the cross ratio of the projec tivity on AD he ^
and on BC he f where a, a, and h, h, are the two pairs of con-
jugate imaginary roots of the characteristic equation. Then the
cross ratio on AB is f: 2nd on DC is ^ . The ratio of these two
cross ratios is ^ • which is real, conversely if we let
*
a = re , a , = r e
d = se
,
D|— se
he the four roots of the characteristic equation and have that
It! -*1 /*
t- ~ -,,
/~' ^
T ~H s
then °c + - & -
.
3, =
Now in order completely to characterize this collineation geomet-
rically it is necessary to add a condition which will imply that
oi. + \ = 0and fi> + /3| = #in which case the four roots would clear-
ly divide into two pairs of conjugate imaginaries . This geomet-
rical condition I have not as yet succeeded in finding.
If through any point P not in an invariant plane there is a three-
chain invariant ur,d er a collinea tion of this type , then there is
one and only one invariant three-cha in through every point in
spac
e
t v/hich is net in an invariant plane
.
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3
Let jy "be the invariant three-chain through P, and
v/e wish to show that there is one and only one invariant three-
chain through 0, any other point in space which is not in an in-
variant plane. Let irhe the collineaticn which leaves the JC in-
variant, and let it, "be the collineaticn which puts F into Q. and
leaves A,B,C,D invariant. 3ut rr, tr tt, evidently leaves the three-
chain through Q invariant and since tt and 777 have the sane double
points TTj Tt tt 1 = TT, Therefore, rr leaves the three-crain through
Q. invariant, and that there is only one invariant three-chain
through 0. follows from the fact that Q with the two invariant
linear chains on the lines AB and. CD are sufficient to determine
the three-chain. If the invariant three-chain contains the four
invariant points A,3,C,D the collineation is known as hyperbolic
of type I, if it contains only two of the invariant points as
hyperbolic- elliptic of type I ?nd if it contains none of the in-
variant points as elliptic of type I.
TYPE IT.
Tlie collineation is defined "by the fact that its in-
variant figure consists of three invariant points, A,B,C, three
invariant planes, three invariant lines in the plane ABC and thre
invariant lines AB
,
AC, 1, through the point A, and the projectiv
ities along AB, AC, ^nd 1.
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If again, we suppose the invariant three-chain to
"be the three-chain of real points, then the invariant three-chain
must contain either three or one of the invariant points of the
collineation, since in this case the characteristic equation has
real coefficients. From the principle of duality, it must also
contain either three or one of the real invariant planes through
A.
Ih. Assume the invariant threo-chain to contain the three double
points of the collineation. Here the productivities on AC, AB,
and BC are hyperbolic, and on 1 paracolic . Conversely, if the
projec tivity on AB, AC, and BC are hyperbolic then any three-chain
containing ABC and an invariant chain on 1 is invariant. Since it
is determined "by an invariant planar chain on anr! an invariant
linear chain on 1 (B)
.
Through any point P in space, not on 1 or
in , there passes one and only one invariant three-chain under
this collineation as this point is necessary and sufficient to
determine the linear chain on 1, and the planar chain in<=<.*
The nec essary and sufficient condition on the collin eation that
*?or proof, see the second theorem under Case Ie of
this type
.
i
it leave a three-chain containing A ,13 ,C invariant is that the two -
dimensional pro jec tivity in the plane ABC Toe hyperbolic of type 1.
The nec essary and, sufficient conditi on that a three-chain "be in-
variant is that it conta in A ,B ,C and an invariant chain on 1
.
Ie. Suppose an invariant three-chain contain only one of the
double points of the collineation, say A
,
then from the principle
of duality, it contains only one invariant planar chain.
-iSZ invariant three- chain conta ining A
,
"but not B and C , conta ins
an invariant two-chain on the plane ABC and an invariant linear
c ha in on 1, each containing A
.
For B and C are inverse with respect to the invariant
1 3
three-chain £!
,
therefore the line joining them is a line of C
and this line, with A, determines a planar chain in the plane ABC,
which is invariant and in X . So the projectivity in ABC is ellip-
tic of type I (B) , Now let us show that X" has an invariant linear
chain on 1. We know that the plane ABl has at least a linear
chain in common with any three-chain (VIII) . Assume that it has
a linear chain in common with £
,
not on 1, "but on some other line
say l'
.
This line is transformed into another line l" , which will
3 3
also have a linear chain in common with / and ABl. Both -f and the
plane ABC are invariant under the collineation and these two
linear chains determine a planar chain on ABl and therefore jC"
3
contains an invariant planar chain on ABl which is impossible,
ft
s
18.
since there is only one invariant planar chain under this collinea-
3
tiun and that is on the plane ABC. Therefore XT must contain a
linear chain on 1 and since the pro jec tivity on 1 is paracolic
,
this chain contains A. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient con-
dition that the collineaticn leave .invariant a three- chain con-
taining only one double P_ci^nt ijs that the coll in eat i on in the
plane *BC be elliptic of typ e I.
Through any point P in space not in an invariant plane
,
passes cne
and only one invariant three-chain
.
Pass a plane through P and BC . It cuts 1 in a point
of the invariant three-chain containing P, which we will denote "by
£ . So the linear chain on 1 is determined. Pass a plane through
P and 1. It cuts BC in a point of Jl so the chain on 3C is estab-
lished, since this point is transformed "by the elliptic projectiv-
ity on BC into another point of £ on BC. If we draw a line through
P and a point of the linear chain on 1 it will cut the plane ABC
in a point of jC which with A and the linear chain on BC estab-
lishes an invariant planar chain on ABC. But the invariant linear
chain on 1 and the invariant planar chair. - on the plane ^BC deter-
mine an invariant three- chain.
The nec essary and suffic ient condition that a collineation of this
type leave a three-chain containing A , hut net B and C , invariant
is that the pro jec tivity in the pftljne ABC he elliptic of type 1.
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The necessary and sufficient condition that a three-chain "be in-
variant is that it contain a planar chain on ABC containing A
,
and at) out B and C
,
and an invariant linear chain on 1 containing A
TYPE III.
The invariant figure of the collineation consists of
two points, A, B, two planes, ABl and ABm, and three non-coplsnar
lines, AB, l, m. The two dimensional transformations in £B1 and
ABm are "both of the second type. The one-dimensicnal transform-
ations along 1 and m are of the second type and along £B it is of
the first type. The characteristic equation has two double roots,
so we have two cases to consider, either the invariant three-chain
contains the two double points, A and B, or else £ and B are in-
verse with respect to t^e invariant three-chain.
IIlh. Let the invariant three-chain contain A and B, in which case
the projectivity on AB must "be hyperbolic, and the invariant three
chain must also contain two invariant planar chains.
The necessary and sufficient condition that a t'Tee-
4jj
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chein, containing A ant? B remain invariant is that it contain an
invariant chain on 1 through A and an invariant chain on m through
B. For if it does contain these, it has an invariant planer chain
on ABl and ABm, and these two invariant planar chains intersect-
ing in an invariant chain on AB determine an invariant three-chain
That it is a necessary condition follows from the fact that an in-
variant three-chain containing A and B must contain two invariant
planar chains
.
Through any point P in space, not in one of the in-
variant planes there passes one and only one of these invariant
three-chains. For take P as such a point. Let P' he its trans-
form. Then PP A cuts m in a point of the three-chain so determin-
ing the invariant linear chain on m, and PP'b cuts 1 in a point,
so determining the invariant chain cn 1, and if we pass a plane
through a point of the chain on 1 and PP it will cut AB in a
point of the three-chain and so determine the chain on AB . Thus
we have our three-chain determined "by a pair of homologous points.
Hie. Assume that the invariant three-chain does not contain A
and B, then we know that it has no invariant planer chain, and no
invariant linear chains on 1 and. m. This case arises when the
characteristic equation has two pairs of equal roots which are
conjugate complex numbers. If the invariant three-chain is taken
to he the real three-chain, it is clear that the real lines meet-

ing 1, m are transformed, into real lines and therefore if the col-
lineation , TT , transforms a point C cf 1 into c' , it must trans-
form the conjugate of C, on m, into the conjugate of c'. The par-
acolic project ivity on 1 , m are then said to he c onjugate
.
This condition may alsc he stated synthetically.
Given double points A , B and lines 1, m, and on 1, m, twc pairs of
homologous points C, c' and D, D* respectively, such that P on CE
is a point on an invariant three-chain. Let -fl"(P)=p'. The plane
PC'D'meets AB in Q, a point of the invariant three-chain (IV)
.
The condition that the paracolic pro jec tivi ties on 1, m "be con-
jugate is then that PQ meets C D in a point H of the chain through
P and about C D .
The three-chain C is then defined "by the chain on
C D*
,
|KPQ| and the chain on CD. The lines 1, m ere inverse with
respect to this chain, and since jC
?
has a chain on AB , A and B are
inverse. By reference to the real case, it then follov:s that
*r(c')=c" and -tt(d')=d" are inverse and hence it easily fellows that
L is invariant if TT is elliptic on AB and the pro jec t ivi tie s on
1, _m are conjugate . There is one, and only one, invariant three-
chain through every point not on 1, m or AB
.

TYPE IV.
iVh. In this collineation we have two invariant lines, two in-
variant planes, and /3 , and two invariant points, £ and B. The
two-dimensional projectivity in the plane /3 is of the second type
and that in is of the third type.
Three of the roots of our characteristic equation coincide so that
all of the roots are real. Thus our inve riant three-chain of real
points contains A and B, and, from the principle of duality, one
real planar chain on and one on (i .
In order tha t there may "be an invariant th ree-chain the prcjec tiv-
ity on AB mus t "be hyperbolic
.
Through any point P , not in * or j3 there is one and only one in-
variant three-chain
.
Por let P snd P ' he s pair of homologous
points in an invariant three-chain, J? . PP ' intersects ft in a
point of ^ . This point is transformed into a point of £ , and the
line connecting these two points in ft cuts AB in a point of X (III)
ii
Now we have the planar chain in (i determined and in a similar
way we can determine an invariant planar chain in °< , We now have
two intersecting planar chains determined which determine the in-
variant three-chain. In general, two invariant three-chains con-
tain only A and 3 in common.
The collinsation has as its invariant figure a singl
invariant point A, in a single invariant plane ^ , and a single
invariant line 1 in the invariant plane and through the invariant
point. The two-dimensional transformation in the invariant plane
is of the third type and the one-dimensicnal transformation along
the invariant line is of the second tyye» leaving one point in-
variant. The invariant three-chain of real points contains A,
since the roots of the characteristic equation all coincide, and
an invariant planar chain on <*: "by the principle of duality.
Every collineation, tt> of this typ e without restriction leav es a
three-chain invariant and it leaves every three-chain containing
TYPE V.

24.
an invariant planar chain on ^ , and a pair of homologous points
,
not in <x , invariant
.
Let P and P ' "be a pair of homologous points. PP' cuts
o< in a point Q, not on 1, and tt (0) > . QQ. ' cuts 1 in a point S and
it (S)=s'
. Let Z\e the three-chain defined "by (QO's A \ and P,P'.
«C is invariant for /QQ'sa/ is invariant since S determines the
invariant linear chain cn 1 and we know that thrcugr any point in
there is one and only one invariant planar chain containing a
given linear chain on 1. So Q determines the planar chain in .
Now PP ' goes into p'o'
.
The projec tivity among the planes having
1 as an axis is known, so we have that IP goes into IP ' and IP 7
into lx, a known plane of the Z! . Since the harmonic conjugate of
any element of a three-chain in a one-dimensional form with re-
spect to two other elements of the three-chain in the same form
is an element of the three-chain (III, TV, V)
.
The intersection
of lx and p'q' is the transform of P' and is a point of Z . There-
fore £ is invariant and it is the only invariant three-chain
through P since every such three-chain must contain P therefore
Q, therefore Q ' , therefore a planar chain on u , and this is suf-
ficient to determine the three-chain. In general, two invariant
three-chains will have only A in common.
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PERSPECTIVE COLLI?"EA T T MS IN SPACE.
A perspective collineation is determined "by a plane
of invariant points a center A which is invariant, and a pair
of homologous points. There are two types of perspective collinea-
tions one called the "homology in space" where A is not in and
the ether called the "elation in space" where A is in .
TYPE VI.
Vlh. ^irst we shall consider the homology where the one-dimen-
sional transformations along the invariant lines through A and in
the invariant pencils of rays and planes whose vertices and axis
are in << are all of the first type, leaving two elements invariant.
i
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Let A "be a line on which the projectivity is
known, the homologue of any point Q, not on B, A or in u , is then
obtained "by joining AQ meeting at 3 5 . PQ meets < at 3 3 . p'b 3
meets AQ at Q ' the point desired.
Every invariant three- chain must contain _A and a planar chain on .
Let L he any invariant three-chain. Let RP
'
, P P
,
QQ' "be any three homologous pairs of points of jC which are not
all coplanar. Every pair of homologous points are collinear with
3
A, therefore A is a point of (ill). Now the linear chain / PP' A
|
in £ is invariant since the line AB, is invariant. |PP'a/ con-
tains one of the double points of the projectivity on PP ' namely
A, therefore it contains the other 3^, Likewise QQ ' meets <=< in B
which is a point of QO'A and RP ' meets «: in C % which is a point
of JRR'a/. So C 2B,B a are all points of J?
3
. Therefore < has three
points in common with £ and so a planar chain in common with it
(VII)
.
A homology leaves invariant a three- cha in if and only if the pro-
jectivity on a line through the center _is hyperbolic
.
Let l he any planar chain on and B, he a point of
jC. Let P he any point of the line 3, A and let the t^ree-chain de-
fined "by £ ,A and P he denoted "by Jl , Then jC cannot he invariant
unless | APBj is, that is, unless the projectivity on this line is
hyperbolic. If this projectivity is hyperbolic, then I is in-
I-
IV
'1
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variant. For then j APB | is invariant, so that P
;
the homologue of
P is in £ . Suppose Q, not on AP, any point of , net in << . £Q
end PQ meet ^ in B a ,B 3 points of jC . The homologue of is the
intersection of B2 A and B 3 P, namely Q therefore o'is in J?llII)
.
The nec essary and sufficient condition the t a three-chain remain
invariant under a spac e homology jis that it contain £ and a
planar chain on o<
.
TYPE VI1.
In the case of the "elations" the one-dimensional
transformations along all invariant lines through A and in all the
invariant pencils of lines and planes whose vertices and axes are
in °< are of the second type leaving one element invariant.
Let ~< he the plane of invariant points, A, tre center
of invariant lines, p and P ; a pair of homologous points. The
homologue of any point Q, not on PP ' nor on ^ is obtained "by
joining P and Q. This line intersects <x at B. Join B and P / and
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the point of intersection of this line and QA is Q.', the desired
point (AQ "being invariant, and PB going into P'P).
Every pair of homologous points are, as in the case of the hom-
ology, collinear with A. If the invariant three-chain contains
the three pairs of homologous points PP', QQ' , PP
'
, it will con-
tain A,B,C, the points in which the lines PP' , P'o'and P'R'meet<v
(III) , and therefore a planar chain in common with ^ .
Every three-chain containing and a planar chain on and an in-
variant linear chain cn a line AP, through A and not in °< , is
invariant. Let P he any point of the three-chain not in ^ . The
line AP has a linear chain in common with the three-chain, which
is invariant, since the line is invariant. Therefore P ' is a
point of the three-chain. In the same way any point of the three-
chain is transformed into a point of the same three-chain, there-
fore the three-chain is invariant.
The necessary and sufficien t c ondit ion that a three-chain he in-
variant under a space elation tt is tha
t
it contain ft
,
a planar
chain on and an invariant linear chain on a line through A not
in _o<_. Every collineation of this type without restriction leaves
a three-chain invariant.
TYPE viir.
The invariant figure of the collineation consists of
all the points on a line AD, two points B 3nd C, and all the
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planes having the line BC as an axis. The two-dimensional pro-
ductivities in the planes BAD and CAD sre hoth of the fourth ty r;e
while those in the other invariant planes ere all of the first
type.
Let X^he any invariant three- chain and let P he any
point in the JL not in the planes ABD and ACD nor on the line BC.
Then the plane determined "by P and BC cutting AD in x is invariant
and so jC contains an invariant planar chain on PBC, since P is
not invariant nor on an invariant line (Theorem cap$. Now the pro-
ductivity in this plane may he either hyperbolic or elliptic of
type I.
Vlllh. If it is hyperbolic in one such plane containing a point
P of £* , then £ contains B and C, and therefore the projective ty
in every such plane containing a point of £ is hyperbolic.
If contains B and C
?
the two-dimensional pro jec tivi ty in any
plane through BC and a point of J?*net on BC , must he hyperbolic
of type 1 1 and conversely if the pro j ectivi ty in each plane of
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the penci l of planes through BC is hyperbolic of typ e I, then any
three-chain contg ining a linea r cha in through BC and a linear
chain on the line AD is invariant .
In general two invariant three-chains have only B
and C in common.
Vllle. If the projec tivity on the plane PBC is elliptic of type I
then the invariant planar chain on PBC contains only one of the
invariant points of the plane, namely X, the point in which it
meets AD. We know that the invariant planar chain contains an in-
variant linear chain on BC not containing B and C, and the pro-
ductivity on any other plane of the pencil through BC containing
a point of Jl not on BC will also "be elliptic. All such invariant
planar chains have a linear chain on BC in common.
If X* does not contain B and C t the two-dimensional pro jec tivi ty
in BPC must "be elliptic of type I and conversely if the pro jec tiv -
i ty in twc of the planes through BC is elliptic of type I» then
any three-cha in containing a linear chain about BC an^ a linear
chain on the line AD is invariant .
Twc invariant three-chains may have no points in
c ornmon
.
TYPE IX.
The invariant figure of this collinea tion consists
cf all the points on a line BC and a point A, not on BC; of all
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the lines through A and a point of BC, anri a line 1 through A not
through a point of BC. The two-dimensional transformation in the
plane ABC is of the type IV and that in the planes containing 1 is
of type II.
Let P "be any point of an invariant three-chain, JC
,
not on 1 or the plane ABC. Since P is not invariant nor on an in-
variant line, contains an invariant planar chain on the plane
determined "by 1 and P, this plane "being invariant. Ever;- such
planar chain has a linear chain in ABC passing through A; there-
fore £ has an invariant planar chain on ABC. So, in order that
there "be an invariant planar chain in each of the invariant planes
the pro jec tivi ties along the lines through A in the plane ABC
must "be hyperbolic.
The nec essary and sufficient condition that the collineation 1 save
SL three-cha in through every point in spac e invariant is that t.he
collineation in the plane ABC "be hyperbolic .
The necessary and sufficient condition that a three-chain "be in-
variant is that it contain a planar cha in A and an invariant
linear chain on 1.
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Every invariant three-chain contains * , "but this is the only point
that every invariant three-chain must contain.
TYPE X.
The collineation is determined "by an invariant figure
consisting of all the points on two nonintersec ting lines and. of
all the lines joining two invariant points and a pair of homol-
ogous points P and P 1 . The one-dimensional transformations along
the invariant lines are all of the first type and the two-dimen-
sional transformations in all the invariant planes are of type IV.
Theorem: The pro jec tivity on each invariant line of this collin-
eation, not equa 1 to 1 cr i_s projective.
For if we consider two invariant lines OS and OS,
intersecting at on m, we can sho7/ the proj ec tivi ti es on these
two lines perspective from an invariant point P on 1. Draw PAB
.
Let A
1
"be the homologue of A, then B* the intersection of OS and
PA
1 is the homologue of B, since OS is invariant and PA goes into
PA 1 .
So if the projec tivity on one of these invariant
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lines is hyperbolic, then the projectivity on the other is also;
if it is elliptic on the one, it is elliptic on the other.
In case the two lines do not intersect, draw a line connecting
the intersection of the one line with 1, to that of the other
line with m, and the theorem follows at once from the case just
considered.
If P is any p oint , not on 1 or m^ of an invarian t three- chain
then it determines an invariant linear chain of jC^on the in-
variant line through P. (VI)
.
Now there are two possibilities, either the invariant
linear chain contains "both of the double points of the line, or
else it contains neither.
Xh. If the invariant linear chain of £ through P contains the
double points of the invariant line through P, then the projectiv-
ity on this line must "be hyperbolic and, from the theorem proved
above, the projectivity on every invariant line will be hyperbolic
Any three-chain Jz containing a linear chain through the double
points on each of two invariant lines is invariant
.
Since both of the lines intersect 1 and m in points
of the three-chain L therefore £ contains an invariant linear
chain on 1 and an invariant linear chain on m. (VT) . These in-
variant linear chains determine two invariant planar chains which
determine the jC* as invariant. Every invariant three-chain then
contains an invariant linear chain on 1 and on m.
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3
Xe. Tf the invariant linear chain of L through P does not con-
tain the double points of the invariant line through P, then the
projec tivity on the line must he elliptic, and so the pro jec tivity
on every invariant line containing a point of J? is elliptic.
So the restriction on the collineation in order that it leave a
three-chain, not containing any point of 1 or m, invariant, is
that the projec tivity on the invariant lines of the three-chain
he elliptic.
If Jz is any three-chain containing a linear chain ahout the
double points on each of _two invariant linesA not 1 or m, of the
.
3
collineation, j£ jls invariant
.
Let A and a' be a point and its transform of one of
the invariant linear chains, and B and B ' of the other. Draw the
lines AB and a'b' . £ has a linear chain in common with each of
these lines. (VI) . Mo?/ the linear chains on AA and AB determine
a planar chain and the linear chains on BB ' and AB determine a
planar chain and these two planar chains determine the three-chain
jC . But the linear chains on AA ' end B3 1 ere invariant by hy-
pothesis the linear chain containing A and B goes into one con-
taining a' and b'
,
points of <C
3
. Therefore, £ is invariant.
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TYPE xr.
In this type all the points on a line 1 and a point
3, not on 1, are invariant and all the lines through a point A
on 1 and lying in a plane 7T , not containing B are invariant,
The two-dimensional transformation in the plane AB1= is of the
fourth type that in the plane 7T , is of the fifth type and that
in every plane through AB
,
except ^ , is of the second type.
Under this collineatiori every point P of an invariant
three-chain jC , not in °( or tv , determines an invariant planar
chain of <£" in the plane defined oy P and AB, since the point P
is not invariant nor on an invariant line. Every such invariant
planar chain must contain A,B, and an invariant linear chain on
the line in which the plane PAB intersects TT , since the two-di-
mensional proj ectivity in this plane is of type II. Every such
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invariant planar chain contains a linear chain on 7T containing
A, therefore <£* has an invariant planar chain on rt . The invariant
planar chain on n has a linear chain on 1 containing A since the
two-dimensional pro Jecti vi ty in tt is of type V. Therefore £! has
an invariant planar chain <* containing A and B, and so the
projec tivity on any line in o< through B is hyperbolic.
Xlh, So the necessary and sufficient condition that the collinea-
tion leave a three-chain invariant is that the two-dimensional
projectivi ty in °< he of type IV.
The necessary and sufficient condition on the three-chain that it
remain invariant is that it contain A, B and an invariant planar
chain in . Two invariant three- chains may have only A and 3 in
common.
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TYPE xir.
In this type all the points on a given line 1, and
all the planes of the pencil having this line as an axis are in-
variant. In each invariant plane all the lines through some point
of the axis will "be invariant and no two of these centers will
coincide. The two-dimensional pro Jectivities in the invariant
planes are all of the fifth type.
Let us assure an invariant three-chain J? . Let P "be
any point in £ , not on 1. Pass a plane through 1 and P, it will
"be invariant. Now connect P and the center of the elation in this
plane, 0. P*, the transform of P, is on this line, since the line
is invariant. £ contains since it contains an invariant linear
chain on PP ' . In the same way if we take Q any other point of
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not in this plane we can show that contains the center of the
elation in the plane determined "by 1 and Q which will "be on the
line 1, not equal to 0, say o'. Now these two points and 0' will
determine a linear chain on 1. Therefore X contains two inter-
secting linear chains in each plane determined "by a point of £
and 1, and therefore contains a planar chain in any such plane.
So every invariant plane in this collineation containing a point
of X* , not on 1, contains an invariant planar chain of the £ .
Therefore the necessary and sufficient condition that a three-
chain remain invariant is that it contain an invariant linear
chain on each of two non coplanar invariant lines. There is no
restriction whatever on the collineation in order that it leave
a three-chain invariant.
TYPE XIII.
In this type the invariant figure consists of all
the points on a line AB, of all the planes having a line 1, which
intersects AB, as en axis, and of all the lines through £ in the
plane AB1. The two-dimensional transformation in the plane AB1 is
of the fifth type and that in all the other invariant planes is of
the third type.
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Let £ "be any invariant three-chain and let P "be any
3
point of £ not in AB1, The plane determined hy P and 1 is in-
variant. Since P is not invariant nor on an invariant line, JU con-
tains an invariant planar chain on this plane, and therefore an
invariant linear chain on 1, If P is taken on AB1 we know PP
'
is collinear with A, therefore £ contains two invariant linear
chains, one on PP,' and the other on 1, intersecting at A and so
determining an invariant planar chain on AB1, So every invariant
plane containing a point of £ not on £B or 1 contains an in-
variant planar chain in common with it.
Here, as in type XII, there is no condition on the
collineation in order that it leave a three-chain invariant, and
the necessary and sufficient condition that a three-chain he in-
variant is that it contain an invariant linear chain on 1.
. .
.
.
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We have thus seen that the collineations in space
that leave a three-chain invariant may he classified into nine-
teen subtypes under the thirteen general types. These nineteen
subtypes are distributed as follows: three of type I; two of
type II, type III, type VIII, and type X; and one foT\eachj
type IV, type V, type VI, type VII, type IX, type XI, type XII
and type XIII.
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